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77. WS 
1) <!-- only form tags are used, all other HTML tags omitted for simplicity --> 
2) <form name=changelanguage action=newlanguage.asp 
3) <select name-language onChange=changelanguage()"> 
4) <option value=ENG->English-foption> 
5) <option value=POR>Portuguese-/option> 
6) </Select> 
7) </form 
8) 
9) <Script language.javaScript> 
10) function changelanguage() 
11) { 
12) document.changelanguage.submit(); 
14) } 
15) </script> 
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77. /9 
1) <% war sanguage=Request. Form("language"), 
2) 
3) function doTranslate(sPhraseCode,sChosenlanguage) 
4) { 
5) II 
6) II code to open Data Base Connection and Record Set Connection 
7) If 
8) war Connect = Server.Createobject("ADODB.Connection"); 
9) || name of Data Base where translation table is located 
10) II assumed "worldTranslation" for sake of simplicity 
11) Connect.Open("world Translation"); 
12) 
13) war languageRS = Server.Create0bject("ADODB. Recordset"); 
14) i? name of table is assumed to be "languageTable" 
15) // for sake of symplicity 
16) war Query="SELECT" + schosenlanguage + "FROM languageTable WHERE" 
17) +"Phrase Code="+ sPhraseCode +"; 
18) 
19) languageRS.Open(Query, Connect, 3,3); 
20) return( languageRS (sChosenLanguage)); 
21)} 
22) 
23) If 
24) // code to close connection go here 
25) // omitted for symplicity 
26) 11%> 
27) <!-- not all HTML tags will be used, omitted for symplicity --> 
28) <html> 
29) <form name=changelanguage action-newlanguage.asp) 
30) <select name=language onChange='changelanguage()'> 
31) <option value=ENGL 
32) <% Response.Write(doTranslate("ENGL", sLanguage)) %> 
33) </option> 
34) <option value=PORT> 
35) <% Response.Write(doTranslate("PORT", slanguage)) %> 
36) </option> 
37) </Select> 
38) </form 
39) </html> 
40) <script language.javaScript> 
41) function changelanguage() 
42) { 
43) document.changelanguage. Submit(); 
44) } 
45) </script> 
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METHOD FOR CREATING AND MANTANING 
WORLDWIDE E-COMMERCE 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The field of this invention relates to a virtual 
network of e-commerce e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, 
e-distributors and web sites. More specifically, the present 
invention relates means for creating and maintaining World 
wide e-malls and each of these e-malls will offer means for 
creating e-shops, e-distributors and Web Sites without the 
need of an e-commerce infrastructure or even a web server. 

0003 2. Prior Art 
0004. The Internet has a tremendous potential with its 
Worldwide reach; also, there are a lot of challenges and 
opportunities. At the present, there are needs for easy and 
affordable worldwide e-commerce Solutions where seller 
can have their goods and Services Sold without the expertise 
or the expenses that today’s e-commerce requires. 
0005 Today’s e-commerce web sites henceforth called 
e-shop(s) are of a dynamic type with products and/or Ser 
vices that are available to a broad base of buyers. One good 
example of a dynamic e-Shop is Amazon.com. 
0006. One other type of e-commerce setup is the e-shop 
ping mall where dynamic e-ShopS are created and updated 
directly by a user and henceforth called e-mall(s). The four 
most popular are: VStore.com, ViaWeb.com, Bcentral.com 
and BigStep.com. 

0007 Stores in these e-malls are treated as independent 
dynamic e-shops with specific URL (Uniform Resource 
Locator) addresses and their products/services are only 
available within their closed environment. Thus, products/ 
Services cannot be shared among other e-malls or e-Shops 
even within their own network of dynamic e-ShopS at the 
e-mall. Except VStore.com where all e-shop virtually sells 
products from distributors. 
0008. The dynamic e-mall setup does not enhance the 
Shopping experience nor facilitates the interaction between 
buyer and seller. Since a buyer will have to move from 
e-Shop to e-Shop in the e-mall. Time is thus wasted and Sales 
can be lost. Furthermore, the dynamic e-mall concept cannot 
be created without an elaborate and expensive e-commerce 
infrastructure that requires extensive knowledge and exper 
tise. 

0009 Currently, dynamic e-mall will not allow the cre 
ation of Specialized e-shops that can Sell their products/ 
Services in conjunction with Similar productS/Services from 
others e-ShopS. 

0.010 Today’s e-commerce requires solutions where 
Seller can have their products/Services available to a broad 
base of buyers, also, Virtually available to other e-Shops, 
satellite e-malls and e-malls where they will be offered to a 
broader clientele base. For this to be possible, the process for 
creating and updating e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, 
e-distributors and web sites must be on-line and easy to 
Setup and use. 

0.011 Buyers on the other hand, need a solution where 
they will have a broad Selection without having to go to 
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many different e-shops to find what they're looking for, and 
also be able to View web pages in their own native language. 
0012. It is the object of this invention to offer easy and 
affordable e-commerce Solution worldwide with a single 
e-commerce and e-Services resource infrastructure as to 
allow anyone anywhere in the World to provide e-commerce 
Solution without the need of an e-commerce infrastructure or 
even an Internet Server. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013. It is the object of this invention to demonstrate a 
Virtual electronic Shopping mall where on-line users can 
create and update e-malls which in turn offers others the 
ability to host e-shops and web sites offering products/ 
Services. Also, an e-mall will have means for customizing a 
Satellite e-mall and means for hosting pre-set ones. More 
over, this invention will allow creating and maintaining of 
the dynamic e-mall concept without the need of an e-com 
merce infrastructure or even the need of a web server. 

0014. It will further have the ability to exchange inter 
faces uploaded by a user or allow the user to Select one 
provided by the virtual network (the host computer with the 
technology infrastructure). 
0015. Also, the ability to display interfaces in more than 
one foreign language for: e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, 
e-distributors and web sites. All e-malls, Satellite e-malls, 
e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites are within a network 
Where products and Services can be shared among any 
e-mall, Satellite e-malls, e-Shop or web site by making them 
virtual. 

0016 For instance, an e-shop can sell its products 
dynamically, or have other e-malls; Satellite e-malls and 
e-shops in the virtual network selling them virtually. The 
advantage of this virtual electronic network environment is 
to make products and Services available to a broader base for 
both, sellers and buyers. 

0017. The virtual electronic network environment will 
enhance the way people shop electronically. Thus, making a 
wider Selection of products and Services available to any 
e-mall, Satellite e-mall, e-Shop and web site within the 
virtual network. It will offer means for the creation of 
Specialized e-shops, Satellite e-malls, e-malls and web sites, 
tailored uniquely to a specific market Segment. Further, it 
will simplify buyers decision by offering them a broad and 
Specialized Selection of products/Services. 

0018. It is also the intent of this invention to permit users 
to include e-commerce at web sites that are already in use. 
Thus, offering a new way to enhance them without the cost 
of providing the e-commerce infrastructure that is required, 
or even having to install and maintain a web server. 
0019. It will further permit the creation of virtual web 
Sites, other than Shopping. For instance, a web site may be 
Virtual on-line Schools, cities, etc. The use of this invention 
is without limits, and, as more goods/services are offered, 
the more it will allow the creation of a virtual Shopping and 
non-shopping web sites and a combination of both. 
0020. It will also integrate the world by allowing an 
e-Shop in one country to Sell in another country or to 
croSS-Sell products from a distributor or a manufacturer and 
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having them delivered directly to the buyer, thus reducing 
Storage, Shipping and handling cost. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0021. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated in the form a part of this Specification, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention and, together with the 
description, Serve to explain the principles of the invention: 
0022 FIG. 1 illustrates a worldwide e-commerce sharing 
a single e-commerce resource infrastructure. 
0023 FIG. 2 illustrates the e-commerce resource infra 
structure available to each e-commerce of FIG. 1. 

0024 FIG. 3 illustrates the virtual e-shopping network 
System where e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and Web Sites 
share a single resource. 
0.025 FIG. 4 illustrates a communication link between a 
client and a server computer. The process of converting ASP 
pages into the HTML at the Server computer, then transmit 
ting it to the client computer. 
0.026 FIG. 5 illustrates the process that takes place in 
converting ASP pages templates into HTML web pages. 
0.027 FIG. 6 illustrates a dynamic electronic store. 
0028 FIG. 7 illustrates a dynamic electronic shopping 
mall. 

0029 FIG. 8 illustrates multiple dynamic electronic 
Shopping mall with multiple dynamic electronic shops. 
0030 FIG. 9 illustrates how dynamic electronic shops 
become virtual ones in the dynamic Shopping mall. 
0.031 FIG. 10 illustrates virtual electronic shopping mall 
with dynamic and Virtual electronic shops. 
0.032 FIG. 11 illustrates multiple dynamic electronic 
shops with departments, category, Sub-category and prod 
ucts in a dynamic shopping mall. 
0033 FIG. 12 illustrates how a dynamic electronic 
shop's departments, category, Sub-category and products 
become virtual ones in the electronic dynamic Shopping 
malls and dynamic electronic Stores. 
0034 FIG. 13 illustrates a dynamic database table that 
represents the illustration of FIG. 11. 
0035 FIG. 14 illustrates a virtual database table that 
represents the illustration of FIG. 12. 
0.036 FIG. 15 illustrates multiple dynamic servers setup 
Sharing database objects with the virtual Server. 
0037 FIG. 16 illustrates a database table to be used to 
translate web page text objects into multiple foreign lan 
guageS. 

0038 FIG. 17 illustrates a web page drop down ele 
mentS. 

0039 FIG. 18 illustrates the source code for the web 
page drop down of FIG. 17. 
0040 FIG. 19 illustrates an ASP program to be used to 
translate web page database text objects. 
0041 FIG. 20 illustrates a database table with products 
in multiple foreign languages. 
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0042 FIG. 21 illustrates a database table with database 
table's object in multiple foreign language. 
0043 FIG.22 illustrates a client and a server computer's 
Setup used by the Server computer to proceSS ASP pages, and 
transmits its result in the HTML format to a client computer. 
0044) 
004.5 FIG. 24 illustrates a web page template with 
include files. 

0046 FIG.25 illustrates the process of exchanging a web 
page template. 
0047 FIG. 26 illustrates a web page template with 
include files and their respective folders. 

FIG. 23 illustrates a web page template. 

0048 FIG. 27 illustrates folders for the include files of 
FIG. 26. 

0049 FIG. 28 illustrates a client receiving an interface 
from multiple Servers. 
0050 FIG. 29 illustrates a method of uploading a file 
with Settings to the virtual network Server. 
0051 FIG. 29a illustrates two files with settings in a 
folder for each template. 
0.052 FIG. 30 illustrates a file with settings applied to a 
Web page. 
0053 FIG. 31 illustrates virtual network's satellite 
e-malls and e-malls Satellite e-malls. 

0054 FIG. 31a illustrates satellite e-malls receiving 
e-Services through the virtual network. 
0055 FIG. 31b illustrates two satellite e-malls receiving 
e-services through the virtual network from three different 
SOUCCS. 

0056 FIG. 32 illustrates a web page divided in two 
windows, one for e-commerce and the other for e-Services. 
0057 FIG.33 illustrates the web page of FIG. 32 with 
e-commerce on the left and e-Services on the right. 
0.058 FIG. 34 illustrates a list of products for the chosen 
Sub-category. 

0059 FIG. 35 illustrates a method of user tracking 
between a web server and a web browser. 

0060 FIG. 36 illustrates a web browser's user viewing 
web pages from multiple web sites and e-ShopS. 

0061 FIG. 37 illustrates a method of a web server 
tracking user Surfing experience. 

0062 FIG. 38 illustrates a method of a web server 
presenting user's Surf list for review. 
0063 FIG. 39 illustrates a user reviewing web pages 
from his/her Surf list. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0064. The present invention now will be described more 
fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings, in which preferred embodiments of the invention are 
shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many 
different forms and should not be construed as limited to the 
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embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments 
are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and 
complete, and will fully convey the Scope of the invention 
to those skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like 
elements throughout. 
0065. As will be appreciated by one of skill in the art, the 
present invention may be embodied as a method, a virtual 
network, or a computer program product. Accordingly, the 
present invention may take a form of an entirely Software 
embodiment or an embodiment combining Software and 
hardware. Furthermore, the present invention may take the 
form of a computer program product on a computer-readable 
Storage medium having computer-readable program code 
means embodied in the medium. Any computer readable 
medium may be utilized including hard disks, CD-ROMs, 
optical Storage devices, or magnetic devices. 
0.066 AS is understood by those skilled in the art of Web 
client/server communications, a user access a Server by 
establishing a TCP connection between client and server. 
Client and server communicate by using HTTP protocol 
over a TCP connection. Data transferred from servers to 
clients are HTTP objects (e.g. HTML objects). 
0067 Furthermore, any reference to names of a product 
or of a company is for the purpose of clarifying our 
discussion and they are registered to their respective owners. 

GLOSSARY OF USED TERMS 

0068. Before explaining this invention, let us first explain 
Some of the terms that will be used throughout. 
0069 ASP stands for Active Server Page and it is used to 
dynamically create web pages on the Server Side and trans 
mit them to a requesting client as HTML objects. 
0070 Back end means a computer system where users 
retrieve (content) from and View it at another computer 
(front end). In the case of the Internet a computer with a web 
Server is the back end. 

0071 Cookie is a file kept by a web browser at the end 
user computer where the Server or a Script program running 
at the web browser Send requests to the browser to Save a 
value in the cookie file for later retrieval. It has a cookie 
name and the cookie's value and the date that it will expire. 
0.072 Dynamic e-shop and dynamic web site is when 
products (also called goods) and Services are part of the 
hosting e-Shop or web site. That is, the e-shop or web site 
will do all the required maintenance. Each e-Shop or web site 
is hosted within an e-mall. 

0073 E-services are services (also called contents) Sup 
plied to VNRI by a third party or part of VNRI. E-services 
are used in conjunction with VNRI's e-commerce. These 
e-Services have means for associating with the e-commerce 
counterpart. 

0.074. Front end means a computer system where users 
view information (also called content and used interchange 
ably) that is located at another computer System (back end). 
In the case of the Internet a computer with a web browser is 
the front end. 

0075 HTML stands for Hypertext Markup Language. 
0076 HTTP stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol. 
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0077. JavaScript is a commonly used language by clients 
and Servers as well. On the client Side it is used as means of 
interacting with HTML objects. On the server side it is used 
as a Script language and it works in conjunction with the ASP 
and otherS technologies. 

0078 Satellite e-mall is a sub-set of an e-mall created by 
the virtual network system or by each individual e-mall (in 
the case of customized satellite e-mall). An e-mall has the 
option to include or to exclude Services from a Satellite 
e-mall. 

0079) Session Variable is a variable that the web server 
keeps in its memory for the duration of a web browser user 
Visit to the web site or, in most cases, 20 minutes after the 
user access the last page from the Web Server. Any value can 
be assigned to a Session variable. One good example is the 
use of session variables with the ASP technology. 
0080 SQL stands for Structured Query Language and it 
is a text string used by a database server (a specialized 
Software to manage databases) as to guide it in querying and 
retrieving database objects thereof. 

0081 TCP stands for Transfer Control Protocol. 
0082 URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator and it is 
an Internet address used by a web browser to fetch a web 
page object from a web server. 
0083) WEB SERVER is a computer with specialized 
Software to manage communication between a client's web 
browser and the Server computer. Also, it communicates 
with others technologies that are within the Server computer. 

0084 VNRI stands for Virtual Network Resource Infra 
Structure (also called virtual server and used here inter 
changeably) and it is the hosting environment hosting all 
e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and web 
Sites dynamically and Virtually. Also, it is where the e-com 
merce infrastructure is hosted (hardware, Software and the 
Internet gateway). 
0085 Virtual e-mall is when an e-mall place goods/ 
services from any e-shop or web site from the virtual 
network. An e-mall can have e-ShopS and web sites, but 
cannot have products/services of its own (dynamically). Any 
products offered by an e-mall are virtual ones. 
0086 Virtual e-shop or virtual web site is used when an 
e-Shop or web site offers products/services from another 
e-shop or web site within the virtual network. Products/ 
Services are called Virtual products because they are avail 
able to an e-shop or web site other than the hosting one. 
0087 I) The Virtual Network 
0088 Let us further explore the virtual network. There 
will be many e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites 
in the virtual network. An e-mall may or may not have a 
dynamic e-Shop or web site. Also, an e-Shop or web site may 
or may not have products and/or Services. An e-mall can 
have an e-shop or web site that is empty (without products 
or Services). Based on the previous situation, all products 
and/or Services offered by an empty e-Shop or web site are 
Virtual ones. 

0089 Lets further explore the interaction that goes 
between a client (user) computer and the virtual network 
SCWC. 
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0090. A user at a client web browser initiates communi 
cation with the Virtual network Server and register an e-mall. 
Other users will do the same. After an e-mall is registered it 
is ready to receive e-shops or web sites. 
0.091 Let us say that, a user registers an e-shop and call 

it “E-SHOPA”. The user of E-SHOPA then adds products 
to it. Other registered e-shops at the network will place 
products in their e-ShopS as well. This proceSS is called 
dynamic, Since products are within each individual e-Shop. 
0092 For the sake of our discussion, lets assume that, 
there are two e-shops: E-SHOPA and E-SHOP B. They both 
have products. Now the user of E-SHOP B accesses the 
Virtual network Server, receives a page with information 
about Services, products, departments, categories, Sub-cat 
egories, e-ShopS and web sites. This user now includes, 
products from E-SHOPA and a sub-category, then, sends it 
to the virtual network server. The network server receives 
and saves E-SHOP B selection (products from E-SHOP A 
and a Sub-category) into a virtual database table. 
0093. Now, a user accessing E-SHOP B will have prod 
ucts from E-SHOP A and a sub-category with all of its 
products (virtually), also, all of E-SHOP B products 
(dynamically). 
0094. As we’ve said before, a client computer commu 
nicates with a server computer over the Internet or Intranet 
by a TCP connection. Moreover, a client sends HTTP 
requests to Server. The Server then proceSS Such requests and 
creates a web page (e.g. HTML objects), and sends it back 
to the client. 

0.095. Furthermore, a client computer has a screen that is 
the means of interfacing with a user. It also has web browser 
Software that runs in the client computer memory. The web 
browser is the client computer users interface. And it 
presents a web page as objects (e.g. HTML objects) to the 
user. The objects can be text, audio, Video, image, forms, 
links, etc. Also, the web browser communicates with a 
Server computer. 

0096) Let's move on and discuss the Virtual Network 
Resource Infrastructure (henceforth called VNRI). The vir 
tual network offers an infrastructure for worldwide e-com 
merce at a single location and available to anyone without 
any e-commerce infrastructure or even a Server. 
0097. This VNRI infrastructure is located at a single 
location and it will be the back-end for worldwide front-ends 
accessing it. Also, this infrastructure will include Software 
programs to manage all the VNRI associated e-malls, Sat 
ellite e-malls, e-distributors and web sites. Further, it will 
include Internet, e-mail, credit cards gateways and all the 
necessary hardware. The objective of this invention is to 
allow the creation of a plurality of e-malls and each e-mall 
will use VNRI's hosting and management means and offer 
e-Shops, e-distributors and web site an e-commerce and 
e-Service infrastructure (hosting and management) without 
having the infrastructure of their own. Each e-mall will be 
able to Sell its e-ShopS products and e-shop's products 
located in other e-malls. Also, an e-shop will be able to Sell 
its products and others e-Shops’ products. There will be only 
a single infrastructure for a worldwide use and it will be 
within VNRI. As it is now clear, e-malls, satellite e-malls, 
e-distributors and web sites, all use the VNRI for e-com 
merce and e-Services. This process will give the idea that 
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each one has an e-commerce and/or e-Service infrastructure 
of its own because each will offer an end-user means for 
using all the available resources within the VNRI. 
0098 FIG. 1 shows e-commerce located at different parts 
of the world. FIG. 2 shows the e-commerce infrastructure 
that is available to each e-commerce of FIG. 1. FIGS. 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 show the process of uploading 
interfaces to each of the e-commerce of FIG. 1. Each 
e-commerce of FIG. 1 is able to present its solutions as if 
each one had its own e-commerce infrastructure. 

0099 Back to FIG.1. It shows a method of using a single 
e-commerce resource infrastructure at a single location and 
providing e-commerce Solution worldwide without each one 
having to replicate the e-commerce resource infrastructure at 
each location. 

0100. As it is shown, there is an e-commerce located in 
Brazil 102, USA 104, Mexico 106, 7 France 108, Germany 
110 and Canada 112. Although the e-commerce is spread 
Worldwide, the e-commerce resource infrastructure is at a 
single location at VNRI 100. 
0101 FIG. 2 is the e-commerce infrastructure that is 
available to each e-commerce that was presented in FIG. 1 
and it is within VNRI 100 of FIG. 1. 

0102) There are three layers of e-commerce within 
VNRI-FIG. 2. E-distributors/e-manufacturers 260 (hence 
forth called e-distributors). E-malls 268 and satellite e-malls 
(pre-set Satellite e-mall 271 and customized Satellite e-mall 
273). 
0103). Each will present e-commerce differently. Each 
e-distributors 260 has an e-commerce web site and will be 
able to sell its products directly (e-shop A262) or have other 
e-shops (e-shop B281-arrow line 282) and e-malls (e-mall 
268-arrow line 266) selling them virtually. 
0104. In either case, end user/shoppers (henceforth called 
end user) will be able to view each one independently. End 
user A 278 views e-shop A262 and e-shop B 281. 
0105 E-malls, on the other hand, have the means to allow 
the creation of e-commerce e-Shops or use the Services of 
agents. Each e-Shop will be able to Sell its products directly 
or have them sold by the e-mall and its affiliated satellite 
e-malls. E-mall 268 has e-shop B 281 (arrow line 265). As 
shown, e-shop B 281 has end user A 278 viewing its 
products and also end user B 276 is viewing them through 
e-mall 268, pre-set satellite e-mall 271 and customized 
satellite e-mall 273. 

0106 AS presented, all products of an e-shop can be sold 
by the e-Shop, by the e-mall where e-Shop is dynamically 
located and by the e-mall's affiliated satellite e-malls. E-mail 
268 has e-shop B 281 (arrow line 265). B-mall 268 sells 
e-shop B 281 products (arrow line 267). B-mall 268 makes 
all of its e-shops products available to each of its affiliated 
Satellite e-malls. AS shown, e-mall 268 has a pre-Set Satellite 
e-mall 271 and a customized satellite e-mall 273. And each 
one sells products from e-shop B 281 (arrow line 279). 
0107 Also, an e-mall will have the means as to allow the 
use of agents Services. An e-mall can have one or more 
agents and each agent via be able to offer their expertise to 
e-Shops in a one-to-one basis. An e-shop can be created 
directly to an e-mall or by an agent, also, an agent can 
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manage e-shops, e-distributors and web sites for one or more 
e-malls. E-mall 268 has agent 286 and it is the creator (arrow 
line 288) of e-shop B281. For sake of simplicity e-shop B 
281 has e-mall 268 point to it (arrow line 265) and Agent 286 
(arrow 288). In this case it means that Agent 286 created 
e-shop B 281 (arrow 288) by using the e-mall 268 as the 
holder of e-shop B 281 (arrow 265). 
0108 Before proceeding any further, lets explaining what 
an agent is. An agent is a perSon authorized to provide 
management Services to the e-mall's e-shops. Also, an agent 
has log in and management rights to log in and manage 
e-Shops for any e-mall in the virtual network resource 
infrastructure. An e-Shop can be created and managed by its 
owner or have an agent to represent the e-shops within the 
e-mall. 

0109 FIG. 3 shows a virtual e-commerce environment 
where e-malls (302,303, 304, and 305) with e-shops share 
the virtual network resources 301 (e-commerce infrastruc 
ture: hardware, Software and the Internet gateway). It further 
shows the ability for one e-shops to croSS-Sell other e-shops 
products virtually (306, 307, 308 and 309). 
0110. As it will be understood by those skilled in the art. 
The virtual network resources will have all the required 
Software and hardware that is needed to host e-malls, 
Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites over 
the Internet or over a computer network. 
0111. As it can be seen at FIG. 3, an e-mall will be able 
to host e-shops as if they had their own e-commerce. And 
Since the System offerS means for user plug in interfaces and 
the availability of different foreign languages, anyone any 
where in the world will be able to offer e-commerce services 
without the expenses involved. 

0112 FIG. 4 shows a communication method between a 
client computer and a Server computer. It should be under 
stood that, not all parts of the client and Server computers are 
shown in the drawing. It is done as is for Sake of Simplicity, 
and it is not intended to hide or obscure this invention. 
Furthermore, those skilled in the art will be able to follow 
the embodiments and fully understand its meanings. 
0113 For example, a memory is present at the client 
computer, Since, this is where the web browser Software 
resides and is executed. The same is true for the Screen. 
Where the web browser presents web objects in a visual 
form for the user. Neither a means for Saving information 
like a disk unit nor a means for entering data Such as a 
keyboard or a mouse are shown. On the Server Side, a 
memory (where Web Server and ASP server are resident) 
and a storage unit (where the Database, ASP Programs and 
Web Page Template are stored) are shown. It can also have 
a Screen, mouse, keyboard, etc. 

0114) Back to FIG. 4. Client computer 410 establishes a 
communication link 420 with a server computer 440. The 
client computer 410 represents the computer with a web 
browser where an end user views web sites. Server computer 
440 is the VNRI hosting the e-commerce. 
0115 A user at client computer 410 enters requests 
through the user interface 411 (web browser). These requests 
are processed at the web browser 412 that is resident in the 
client computer memory. For instance, if a link to another 
page is selected by the end user. The web browser 412 will 
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establish a communication link 420 with server computer 
440 and transmit a request for the new web page. Server 
computer 440 receives the request through the communica 
tion link 420 and passes it to the resident web server 
Software 430. 

0116. After the server computer 440 receives the request 
for a new web page, let's Say that, the requested web page 
is an ASP page. The web server 430 connects with the ASP 
server 431. It in turns reads the web page template 436 and 
ASP programs 437. Next, the ASP server 431 will include 
the ASP programs 437 into the web page template 436, thus, 
forming a Single file and executes it. There are cases that as 
the file is executed, the ASP program will need data from a 
database. In Such cases, the ASP server 431 establishes a link 
432 with the database 433 then reads/writes to it, as needed. 
0117. After a line of programming code of the ASP 
program 437 is executed, its result (if any) is inserted into 
the web page template 436, thus, creating a final web page 
(more of it later). After all lines of the ASP program 437 are 
executed, the ASP server 431 will pass the final web page to 
the web server 430. The web server 430 establishes a 
communication link 420 with client computer 410 and 
transmits the web page to the web browser 412. And the new 
web page is displayed on the user interface (Screen) 411. 
Thus finalizing the communication process between a client 
and a web server computer. 
0118 FIG. 5 further explains the ASP process. ASP 
template 551 receives ASP programs A, B, C and D 552 
(usually, they are include files). Next, a web page 550 in the 
HTML format is created. It is now clear to those skilled in 
art how the communication process between a client com 
puter and a Server computer happens. Also, the process of 
creating web pages at the Server computer with the use of 
ASP technology. 
0119) Since the object of this invention is to present the 
process of creating Worldwide virtual e-malls and each one 
offering e-commerce to e-Shops, e-distributors and web 
Sites, lets first explain the dynamic proceSS involved with 
e-ShopS and e-malls. Next, the process that is involved with 
Virtual e-malls and e-Shops will be presented as well. 
0120 FIG. 6 shows a dynamic e-shop with departments. 
Each department having a category, a category having a 
Sub-category, and the Sub-category having products. It 
should be noted that, a department can have one or more 
categories, a category can have one or more Sub-categories, 
and a Sub-category can have one or more products. FIG. 7 
shows a dynamic E-MALL 760 with three e-shops: E-SHOP 
A 761, E-SHOP B 762 and E-SHOP C 763. A dynamic 
e-mall is the host for one or more dynamic e-shops (FIG. 6). 
0121 Now that we know the dynamic process, let's move 
on and explore our virtual network concept. FIG. 7 shows 
an e-mall 760 with three e-shops: E-shop A 761, E-shop B 
762 and E-shop C 763. FIG. 1 shows the VNRI with 
e-commerce worldwide. Each e-commerce at FIG. 1 will 
have the same e-commerce infrastructure that is available to 
the e-mall of FIG. 7. It is like we’re taking a dynamic e-mall 
of FIG. 7 with dynamic e-shop of FIG. 6 and offering means 
for their replication worldwide. Also, each one will have the 
complete e-commerce infrastructure that is available at the 
VNRI (FIG. 2). 
0.122 Furthermore, the VNRI has hosting and manage 
ment means for hosting and managing various e-malls and 
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each e-mall will use the VNRI hosting and management 
means for hosting and managing e-Shops, e-distributors and 
web sites. The VNRI has the means for allowing the offering 
of e-commerce Solution to e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, 
e-distributors and web sites. 

0123 FIG. 8 is an overview of a virtual e-mall where 
four e-malls coexist and each having their dynamic e-ShopS. 
AS we further explore it, we'll See that each e-Shop is able 
to share its products with others e-ShopS and e-malls in the 
Virtual network. Each e-mall has three dynamic e-ShopS. 
E-MALLA 800 has E-SHOP A-1806, B-SHOPA-2805 and 
B-SHOP A-3804. E-MALL B 801 has E-SHOP B-1815, 
E-SHOPB-2814 and E-SHOP B-3813. E-MALLC 803 has 
B-SHOP C-1812, E-SHOP C-2811 and E-SHOP C-3810. 
E-MALL D 802 has E-SHOP D-1807, E-SHOP D-2808 and 
E-SHOP D-3809. 

0124 FIG. 9 is a further embodiment of FIG.8. It shows 
how to create a virtual e-Shop. Dynamic e-shops are made 
Virtual once they are placed at others e-malls or e-Shops 
within the VNRI. For instance, dynamic B-SHOP A-1806 is 
now virtual 825 at B-MALL D 802. Dynamic E-SHOP 
A-3804 is now virtual 820 at B-MALL 13801. Dynamic 
B-SHOP B-3813 is now virtual 821 at E-MALL C 803. 
Dynamic E-SHOPD-2808 is now virtual 823 at E-MALLC 
803, and also, virtual 824 at E-MALL A 800. Finally, 
dynamic E-SHOP D-3809 is virtual 822 at E-MALLC 803. 
0125 FIG. 10 is a further embodiment of FIG. 9 with 

virtual e-shops included. As it is shown, E-SHOP A-1 is 
dynamic 806 at E-MALL A 800 and it is virtual 825 at 
E-MALL D 802. E-SHOPA-3 is dynamic 804 at E-MALL 
A 800 and it is virtual 820 at B-MALL B 801. SHOPB-3 is 
dynamic 813 at E-MALL B 801 and it is virtual 821 at 
E-MALLC 803. E-SHOP D-3 is dynamic 809 at E-Mall D 
802 and it is virtual 822 at E-MALL C 803. E-SHOP D-2 is 
dynamic 808 at E-MALL D 802 and it is virtual 823 at 
E-MALLC 803, and also, virtual 824 at E-MALLA 800. 
0.126 Further, a dynamic e-shop becomes a virtual one by 

its products being Shared by others e-shops in the Virtual 
network. Let's further explain it. If a buyer is accessing 
E-MALL A 800, he/she will have all dynamic e-shops 
(E-SHOP A-1806, E-SHOPA-2805 and E-SHOP A-3804) 
and the virtual E-SHOP D-2824 as well. E-MALL D 802, 
which has E-SHOPA-1825 now available as a virtual one, 
and it is dynamic 806 at E-MALL A800. E-MALLC 803 
has E-SHOP D-2823 and E-SHOP B-3821 as virtual, and 
finally, E-MALL B 801 has E-SHOP A-3820. 
0127 FIG. 11 Shows dynamic departments, categories, 
Sub-categories and products within individual e-Shops, as we 
will See, they will also become virtual ones, like we've Seen 
with the e-shops. Department, category, Sub-category and 
products are dynamic at E-SHOP A-21105 at E-MALL A 
1100. The same is true with E-SHOP C-21111 at E-MALL 
C 1103. E-SHOP B-11115 and E-SHOP B-31113 both are 
dynamic at E-MALL B 1101. 
0128. For sake of simplicity, only one department with 
one category and one Sub-category are shown. It should be 
noted that, more than one department can exist at an e-Shop; 
a department can have one or more categories, and a 
category can have one or more Subunit categories. 
0129 FIG. 12 is a further embodiment of FIG. 11. It 
shows dynamic departments, categories, Sub-categories, 
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products and e-shops becoming virtual ones. AS it is shown, 
E-SHOP A-2's 1105 (Department A-21140, Category 
A-21141 and Sub-category A-21142) are now virtual 1150 at 
E-MALLC 1103. E-SHOP C-2's 1111 (Product C-2-11160, 
Product C-2-21161 and Product C-2-31162) are now virtual 
1151 at E-MALLA 1100). E-SHOPA-21105 is virtual 1153 
at E-MALL B 1101. E-SHOP B-31113 is virtual 1152 at 
E-MALL C 1103 and E-SHOP B-11115 is virtual 1154 at 
E-SHOP B-31113. As it can be seen, dynamic e-malls and 
e-ShopS can have any combination of e-Shops, departments, 
category, Sub-category and products virtually. 

0.130. Before we continue with our discussion, lets first 
review the dynamic database table of FIG. 13 and virtual 
database table of FIG. 14. The dynamic database table of 
FIG. 13 holds all data information about all e-malls e-shops 
and web sites. Virtual database table of FIG. 14 is the 
database table that represents the virtual part of the virtual 
network. 

0131 FIG. 13 shows a database table for a dynamic 
configuration of FIG. 11. Lets go back to FIG. 11 and 
explain E-SHOP A-21105. As it is shown, Department 
A-21140, Category A-21141, Sub-category A-21142, Prod 
uct A-2-11143, Product A-2-21144 and Product A-2-31145 
are within E-SHOP A-21105 located at E-MALLA 1100. 
The first three rows (rows 12 and 3 of the ID column) of the 
dynamic database table of FIG. 13 shows, E-Shop A-2 at the 
column Shop Name it represents the E-SHOP A-21105 
(FIG. 11). Department A-2 at the column Department it 
represents Department A-21140 (FIG. 11). E-Mail A at the 
column Mail Name it represents E-MALL A 1100 (FIG. 
11). Category A-2 at the column Category it represents 
Category A-21141 (FIG. 11). Sub-category A-2 at the col 
umn Sub-category it represents Sub-category A-21142 
(FIG. 11). Product A-2-1, Product A-2-2 and Product A-2-3 
at the column Product ID they represent Product A-2- 
11143, Product A-2-21144 and Product A-2-31145 (FIG. 
11). Anyone skilled in the art will be able to follow the 
remaining rows of the table of FIG. 13 and the diagram of 
FIG. 11. 

0132 FIG. 14 shows a database table for the virtual part 
of FIG. 12. And as we’ve done with FIG. 13, we'll explain 
the first three rows (rows 1.2 and 3 of the ID column). The 
column Virtual Mall represents the e-mall that virtually 
receives products/services from other e-Shops. E-MALLA at 
the column Virtual Mall represents E-MALLA 1100 (FIG. 
12). The value Product at the column Type of FIG. 14 says 
that they are virtual products 1151 (FIG. 12). And finally, 
the names of the virtual products at the column Virtual 
Type Name (Product C-2-1, Product C-2-2 and Product 

C-2-3) represent products (Product C-2-11160, Product C-2- 
21161 and Product C-2-31162-FIG. 12). Also, Depart 
ment, Category Sub-category and Shop at the column Type 
of FIG. 14 indicate their respective dynamic types of FIG. 
12. 

0133. It should be noted that, dynamic database table of 
FIG. 13 and virtual database table of FIG. 14 can be related, 
although not shown. Also, anyone skilled in the art will be 
able to use both tables and formulate SQL's text string to 
create queries that will reflect a single resultant table. A 
combination of SQL text String that represents dynamic table 
(FIG. 13) and retrieved database objects from the virtual 
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table (FIG. 12) will be used to form a single SQL text string 
to query the dynamic database table (FIG. 13) and, retrieve 
a single database table. 

0134) Let's go back to FIG. 12 and use E-MALL B 1101 
for our next example. E-MALL B 1101 has E-SHOP 
B-11115 and E-SHOP B-31113 (dynamic e-shops). It also 
has E-SHOPA-21105 as a virtual e-shop 1153. Now we need 
to create a single database table from the above example. 
Two searches are needed. One at the dynamic table (FIG. 
13) and another at the virtual table (FIG. 14). At the 
dynamic table of FIG. 13, a search at the column 
Mall Name will be conducted and all e-shops for E-MALL 
B will be retrieved (rows 4 through 9 of the ID column). 
Next, at the virtual table of FIG. 14 a search at the column 
Virtual Mall is also conducted and it will search for 
E-MALLB (it is the e-mall that has the virtual E-SHOPA-2 
and it is located at Virtual Type Name-row #4 of the ID 
column). Next, E-SHOP A-2 will be retrieved from the 
column Virtual Type Name. The first part of the query 
retrieves the dynamic part and the Second one retrieves the 
Virtual part. Following is a SQL query to do just that. 

SELECT*FROM DynamicTable WHERE 
Mall Name="E-MALL B OR Shop Name IN 
(SELECT Virtual Type Name FROM VirtualTable 
WHERE Virtual Mall="E-MALL B) 

0135 First, we’ll retrieve all database objects for 
E-MALL B from the dynamic table of FIG. 13 (rows 4 
through 9 of the ID column). Second, we’ll retrieve all 
database objects for the virtual part, which is E-SHOP A-2 
(rows 1.2, and 3 of the ID column of FIG. 13). 
0.136 So far, we have explained a virtual e-mall where a 
Single database exists for all dynamic e-malls, e-Shops, 
e-distributors and web sites, also, only one database table for 
the Virtual ones. This is just one arrangement, and as well 
See. The dynamic database table can be located at different 
Servers in a network or over the Internet, or a combination 
of both. 

0137 FIG. 15 shows four servers and each having a 
database table. For Simplicity, we are showing only the 
table's ID and they represent the table's ID of FIG. 13 (for 
dynamic servers) and the table's ID of FIG. 14 (for the 
virtual server). For example, SERVER A 1510 hosts 
E-MALLA 1512. The IDs for the ID column 1512 are 1.2 
and 3 (ID column of FIG. 13). Next, the e-mall name at the 
column Mall Name is “E-Mall A" for rows 1.2 and 3 (ID 
column of FIG. 13). FIG. 15 shows a virtual server 1500 
with a virtual table 1502 (ID column of FIG. 14). VIRTUAL 
SERVER 1500 sends request and receives data 1511 from 
dynamic SERVER A 1510 which hosts E-MALL A 1512; 
sends request and receives data 1521 from SERVER B1520 
which hosts E-MALL B 1522, and sends request and 
receives data 1531 from SERVER C 1530 which hosts 
E-MALLC 1532. 

0138 Requests are sent and data received from different 
servers in the network or over the Internet. And they are 
requests for database objects (table rows) from each server. 
Once they're received, they are combined and a single 
dynamic table is formed, then it is related with the virtual 
table 1502 (ID column) at virtual server 1500. Finally, the 
result is presented as a Single database table to a user. It 
should be noted that a single virtual database table 1502 (ID 
column) is shown at virtual server 1500, but it can be more 
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than one table at a single Server, or it can be, more than one 
database tables at multiple servers. Also, virtual server 1500 
can have a dynamic database table as well, although not 
shown. 

0.139. Also, any of the dynamic servers can offer services 
and make them available to the virtual Server. For instance, 
if SERVER A 1510 were offering services instead. Services 
form SERVER A 1510 will be available to VIRTUAL 
SERVER 1500 and to all its e-malls, satellite e-malls, 
e-distributors, e-shops and web site. VIRTUAL SERVER 
1500 will make all the interfacing with end-users and then 
pass any user's entered information to SERVER A 1510 and 
also Save at its database as required. 
0140 We’ve described a virtual network system where a 
resource infrastructure exist (VNRI) and it is offered to third 
parties (e-mall) and this third parties offer this infrastructure 
to others (e-mall, e-distributors/manufacturers). It is the 
intent of this invention to allow this same method to be used 
as Virtual Solutions where a single infrastructure exists and 
it is used by more than one busineSS and each busineSS will 
in turn uses it and offer Solutions to its clients. For example, 
a manufacturer uses VNRI and offer solutions to its supplier. 
The manufacturer is like an e-mall and its Suppliers are like 
e-Shops. In other words, the process involves three levels: 
first level is VNRI; second level is an e-mall and the third 
level is an e-shop. So, VNRI (first level) offers its solution 
to various locations (second level) and each location (Second 
level) offers VNRI solution (first level) to at least one other 
location (third level). Also, instead of e-malls, it can be 
companies with e-portals, also instead of e-hops it can 
e-Services from a company's departments. 

0141 II) On-Line Interface Translation Method 
0142. As it has been explained, each web page has 
objects. They can be audio, video, images, links, forms, text, 
etc. We’ll be discussing text object in particular. AS we 
know, the virtual e-mall will be used worldwide. Further 
more, it must be able to display text objects in the user's own 
native language. Also, it should have mean of translating 
database objects (products/services), and also, e-shops and 
e-malls interfaces (text objects). 
0.143 First, let's explore the on-line page interface trans 
lation (text objects); Second, the translation of products/ 
Services (database objects), and lastly, we'll show how they 
will enhance the user's virtual shopping experience. 
0144. The following are the steps for on-line interface 
translation: a user at a client Selects a drop down or any other 
means for Selecting a foreign language and the client Sends 
this request to a Server. A program in the Server receives the 
user Selected foreign language as encoded information and 
it represents the user Selected foreign language. The program 
in the Server has a function to translate text objects and it 
also has program code means for translating database text 
objects. 

0145 Let's first explore the text object translation. The 
function translating text objects receives two parameters: 
one is the encoded information (the user Selected foreign 
language) and the other parameter is a code reference. The 
code reference is used to Search a database table and retrieve 
a row with text objects in different foreign languages in each 
of its columns. The encoded information is used for retriev 
ing a column which is a reference to the database table's row 
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that was received in the previous Step and it contains text 
object is in the user Selected foreign language. 
0146 Now let's explore the translation of database text 
objects. The encoded information (selected foreign lan 
guage) is combined with a SQL text string and it is a query 
expression. Once a program in the Server computer executes 
the query expression, the query's result will only include 
database text object in the user Selected foreign language. 
0147 We’ll be using ASP (Active Server Page) technol 
ogy along with JavaScript language for Our explanation, 
since, they are frequently used on the Internet. FIG. 16 
shows a table (languageTable) with four columns: ID, 
Phrase Code, ENG and POR. FIG. 17 shows two parts of 
a drop down form object and, FIG. 18 the actual HTML 
code for the drop down form object of FIG. 17. 
0148) Let's explore the drop down form object (FIG. 17). 
It has two parts: the element that is hidden from the user and, 
the element used by a user to change its State (make a 
selection). The table of FIG. 17 has two columns: the first 
column (Hidden Elements), represents the hidden part that 
the browser uses to Send a representation of the user Selec 
tion to server; the Second column (drop down choices), 
shows the drop down choices used by the user to make a 
selection. FIG. 18 is the HTML code that creates the drop 
down of FIG. 17. 

0149 Back to FIG. 18. The line “-form name=change 
language action=newlanguage.aspa” (line #2) indicates the 
start of a form object and “Z/forma” (line #7) the end of it. 
The value at the action element of the form tag is “newlan 
guage.asp' (line #2). It will be the page that the web browser 
will request from the Server once the form changelanguage 
is Submitted and pass its object (form objects) to it as well. 
The line “-Select name=language onChange=" changeLan 
guage() >'' (line #3) indicates the start of a drop down 
object and “-/select>” (line #6) the end of it. The following 
two lines are the drop down options. The line “Coption 
value=ENG>English-/option>” (line #4) is the first option 
and “-option value=POR>Portuguese-/option>” (line #5) is 
the Second option. And they are the choices “English' and 
“Portuguese” of the drop down displayed on the web 
browser. 

0150 Let's say that the drop down currently has the 
option English, as the Selected one. Next, a user changes it 
to Portuguese. Three things will happen: first, the browser 
will transfer control to function change Language(); (line 
#10) second, the function will submit the form to server 
document. changelanguage.Submits (line #12)—it is the 
value at the action of the form changelanguage "<form 
name=changelanguage action=newlanguage.aspx" (line 
#2); and third, the server will retrieve newlanguage.asp 
(FIG. 19) and pass POR as a parameter to it-POR repre 
Sents the user's Selection. 

0151 FIG. 19 shows the newlanguage.asp (ASP page at 
the virtual server) with a JavaScript program. It is divided 
into two parts: from beginning of the file (line #1) up to line 
#27 is the ASP program executed by the server. Next, code 
from the <HTML> (line #28) tag all the way to the end of 
the file (Line #45) is the portion sent back to the user's web 
browser (HTML objects). Also, codes after the <HTML>tag 
that are surrounded by “C%” and “%>'' are pieces of ASP 
code (it usually returns a value and it is inserted into the 
HTML page. 
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0152 Let's delve into newlanguage.asp file FIG. 19. The 
first line “var Language=Request. Form("language')' (line 
#1) requests the drop down user's Selection. It was passed to 
the server by the client computer (web browser). Now, the 
variable sLanguage has the string value “POR” (the user 
Selected language). 
0153. Next, we have a function called “doTranslate(s- 
PhraseCode.sChosenLanguage)” (line #3). It has two 
parameters: SPhraseCode and SChosen Language. The first 
parameter, SPhraseCode receives a code reference value to 
be used to Search the column Phrase Code of the languag 
eTable (FIG. 16). The second parameter, sGhosen Language 
will be an encoded information and it is the user's Selected 
language (the value “POR” at the variable sLanguage). Now 
the function doTranslate() will open connections (database 
and record Set) then perform a query at the languageTable 
(FIG. 16). Next, it retrieves a value from column POR-the 
user's Selected language Stored at the variable SLanguage. In 
our example the value at the Query variable is “SELECT 
POR FROM languageTable WHERE Phrase Code= 
ENGL" (line #16 and line #17). The last line is return(lan 
guageRS(SChosen Language)) (line #20) and it returns the 
retrieved value from the data table. 

0154) The next set of code of FIG. 19 is a partial HTML 
code within the ASP page. It includes the actual drop down 
and the ASP code (between “-%” and “%>”-line #32 and 
line #35) inserts the function doTranslate() returned value 
into the HTML page. There are two lines with Response 
.Write()'s. The first one “z/% Response.Write(doTransla 
te(“ENGL, sLanguage)) %>” (line #32) will translate ele 
ment for the drop down that says "Ingles', and the Second 
one “<% Response.Write(doTranslate(“PORT", sLan 
guage)) %>” (line #35) will say “Portugues”. The new drop 
down is in Portuguese, which is the Selected language. 
O155 Let's explore the previous explanation. Lets take 
the first drop down element “-% Response.Write(doTrans 
late(“ENGL", sLanguage)) %>” (line #32). The function 
doTranslate() receives two parameters: SPhrase Code and 
sChosen Language.Sphrase Code receives the value “ENGL 
and sGhosen Language receives the value “POR” (user's 
Selected language). Function doTranslate( ) Searches the 
column Phrase Code of the languageTable (FIG.16) for the 
value “ENGL" (row #7 of the ID column), then, retrieves the 
value at the column POR (user Selected language) and it is 
“Ingles”. 

0156 The function doTranslate() is very basic. Other 
means will be used for retrieving information instead of 
opening and closing databases and record Sets. It was 
presented as is for Simplicity. 

O157 Now that we know how text objects of the interface 
gets translated, we'll go one Step further and translate the 
actual database objects and See how they relate to the Virtual 
e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and web 
Sites. 

0158 FIG. 20 shows a database table with two rows and 
four columns: ID, Product ID, Language and Product Title. 
The ID column holds the table ID's for each row. The 
Product ID column holds the ID for each product. The 
Language column, holds the language code for each product 
in the table. The Product Title column holds the title for 
each product in the language Specified by the language code 
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at the column Language. The first row (row #1 of the ID 
column) is in Portuguese (the value at the Language column 
is “POR” for Portuguese) and the second row (row #2 of the 
ID column) is in English (the value at the Language column 
is “ENG” for English). 
0159. Now lets say that, a user views an e-shop and 
Selects a language other than the one currently displayed by 
the web browser on the client's computer screen. The new 
Screen will show a drop down with the new language, and 
also, all the web page text objects translated accordingly. 
This proceSS is called web page text object translation. 

0160 Let's now explain how to translate the database 
objects that are displayed on the page (e.g. product’s title, 
description, etc.). Once a new language is selected, all the 
database objects at the new web page must be in the new 
language. And because of this, the new query will also be 
affected. Some products/services might be in a different 
foreign language other than the Selected one. AS we can See, 
the number of available products/services will also change. 

0161 FIG. 21 shows a dynamic table (DynamicTable2) 
and it is the same table of FIG. 13 except, we’ve deleted one 
column Product ID, and added two new ones: Product Title 
and Language. Following, we have the SQL from our 
previous example. Let's include the user's Selected language 
in it. 

SELECT * FROM DynamicTable2 WHERE Lan 
guage=POR AND (Mall Name="E-MALL B OR 
Shop Name IN (SELECT Virtual Type Name FROM 
VirtualTable WHERE Virtual Mall=E-MALL B)) 

0162. As we see, the query's result will only retrieve 
rows 1,4 and 7 of the ID column (FIG. 21). In our previous 
SQL example without the use of the user Selected language, 
rows 1 though 9 of the ID column of FIG. 13 were retrieved. 

0163 AS it can be seen, the user's Selected language 
affects the virtual e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-dis 
tributors and web sites by changing the number of available 
good/Services. For is example, there are eight products in 
English (rows 2,3,5,6,8,9,11 and 12 of the ID column) and 
four in Portuguese (rows 14.7 and 10 of the ID column). 
0164) III) Template Uploading Method 

0.165. There are tow ways that a front-end can be inter 
faced with VNRI's back end: first by selecting a pre-set 
interface that is within VNRI, second, by a user uploading 
a customized one. In either case, the interface is the front 
end means for accessing the VNRI e-commerce back-end 
CS. 

0166 In the case of a user-uploaded interface, it will have 
means for guiding a server in the inserting of program code 
and other pieces of information as well (include files). After 
the uploaded interface is received and processed by the 
Server a new web site is created and as we've Said before, it 
is the front-end means for a client accessing the Server 
back-end means. 

0167 Customized user interface will allow a user at any 
time to change the front-end look without programming 
knowledge or knowledge of the Server back-end structure. 
Also, a customized user interface will allow the inclusion of 
e-commerce in a web site without the expense or expertise 
that an e-commerce infrastructure requires. 
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0168 For example, a customized interface is the same 
one that is in use by a web site. This new customized 
interface is now uploaded to a Server with means for 
processing and creating a new interface. Now, a client is able 
to fetch both and present an interface with Similar appear 
ance to a user. The web site will present its Services in the 
Same way as it had done before and the Server where the 
customized interface is located will present the e-commerce 
part, thus allowing, a web site without e-commerce means to 
include e-commerce easily and affordably. 
0169. We already know that, a client computer commu 
nicates with a server computer over a TCP Internet connec 
tion. A client Sends requests to Server then the Server Sends 
objects in the HTML format back to client. These objects are 
then displayed in the client computer as web pages. FIG. 22 
shows this setup. Client 2230 sends request 2231 to server 
2232 than server 2232 retrieves an ASP page and include 
files (files to be included into the ASP page) as needed 2233. 
Server 2232 then sends the page back to client 2230 as 
HTML page 2234. 
0170 A true virtual e-mall, satellite e-mall, e-shop or web 
Site will also need means for the user to change its interface 
without having to access the Server computer which hosts 
them. FIG. 23 shows an ASP page template. The first part 
2370 creates variables and opens database connection. After 
a connections is opened, indexes representing links to prod 
uctS/Services at the e-mall, e-Shop or web site is created 
2372. After a link is Selected, a new page with the products/ 
Service information 2371 (e.g. title, description, image, etc.) 
is received. Finally, before leaving the page, opened con 
nection is released to free resources that are no longer 
needed 2373. 

0171 As it was shown at FIG. 22. An ASP page has 
include files 2233 and, it can be a program in any acceptable 
ASP language. First, these include files are inserted into the 
ASP page, then the server executes them. Their results will 
in turn be inserted into the new created file. This new file 
will then be transmitted to the requesting computer (client) 
in the HTML format 2234. 

0172 FIG. 24 shows the same template from FIG. 23 
with includefile tags inserted into it. Before...inc 2480 is 
where database connection, record Set and variables are 
created. Indexes.inc 2482 create web page links and they 
will be used to Select a new a web page-main page.inc 
2481. At the end of the page, all page's objects are 
released-after inc 2483. 

0173 So, a HTML page can be created from an ASP 
template by having include files inserted into it. And once 
we have a Standard ASP templates format, we can exchange 
them in and out without affecting include files. All we need 
to do is: create a new template with a new look; insert the 
includefiles tags, next, a new web page is created based on 
the same Set of include files. Changes can also be made 
directly to an include file without affecting the remaining 
ASP page. 
0.174 Since we are creating virtual e-malls, e-shops, 
e-distributors and web sites, users will need means for 
eXchanging interfaces without having physical access to the 
Virtual Server. It can be a user Supplied interface or one 
supplied by the virtual server. 
0175 FIG.25 shows how to replace an interface. The top 
part 2590 is the old interface and the bottom part 2591 is the 
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new one. Users can upload a new interface template, or 
chose one from the virtual server 2592. The new interface 
2591 will then replace 2593 the old interface 2590. 
0176 All interfaces reside in folders within the virtual 
Server. Let's explain what a folder is before proceeding any 
further. A Folder is a container of files or other folders. A 
good example is a file cabinet. A file cabinet has drawers 
they are like folders; files within a drawer are like files 
within a folder. 

0177 FIG. 26 shows two ASP templates. The first one 
ShopCart.asp 2600, has a folder's path added to each include 
file “Cl- #include file="ShopCart/before...inc'->'; the sec 
ond template ShopPage.asp 2601, has a different path in the 
include file “Cl- #include file="ShopPage/before...inc'->”. 
The folder's path as part of the include files tells the server 
where include files are located. For example, “<!-#include 
file="ShopPage/before...inc'->' tells the server that befor 
e.inc is located in the folder ShopPage. 
0178 FIG. 27 shows the folder structure for FIG. 26. It 
has three folders: ShopCart 2702, stores all include files for 
template ShopCart.asp 2600 (FIG. 26); ShopPage 2703 
stores all include files for template ShopPage.asp 2601 
(FIG. 26), and Templates 2704 stores ASP template Shop 
Cart.asp 2600 and ShopPage.asp 2601 (FIG. 26). 
0179 Let's delve into folder Templates 2704. As we see, 
the file ShopCart.asp 2705 is the same template 2600 (FIG. 
26) and the file ShopPage.asp 2706 is the same template 
2601 (FIG. 26). Once a new template is uploaded with its 
respective include files and include file’s path into the 
Template folder 2704, a new interface will then be in place 
for an e-mall, e-Satellite e-mall, e-shop or web site. 
0180 Furthermore, a single ASP template can be 
uploaded and have a program in the Server to create others 
with the correct path in each one of them. We’ve shown a 
very simple folders structure with only three folders, in 
reality, a folder Structured can have any number of folders, 
and a folder can have any number of files. Also, we’ve 
named the folder as ROOT 2707 (FIG. 27), although it can 
be any name. It could've been a name for an e-mall, Satellite 
e-mall, e-shop or web site as well. 
0181 FIG. 28 shows a setup where a client computer 
with a web browser 2813 receives templates from Virtual 
Server 2815 and Host Server 2814. Host Server 2814 
establishes a communication link 2810 with Virtual Server 
2815 and uploads a set of templates 2820-a. When the web 
Site is first accessed. Client 2813 requests and receives a new 
interface 2820-a from Host Server 2814 through connection 
2811. Once a user selects any link that refers to the virtual 
Shopping environment, or to virtual web pages (located at 
Virtual Server 2815). Client 2813 then requests and receives 
the next set of interfaces 2820-b (web pages) from Virtual 
Server 2815 through connection 2812. From this point on, 
Virtual Server 2815 will supply the new interface 2820-b 
and it will have the same look as the interface 2820-a located 
at the host computer 2814. The user at the Client Computer 
2813 will only notice one interface 2820-c, displayed on the 
computer's Screen, although, it is coming from two different 
servers or two different URLs. 

0182. As presented, templates can be uploaded to the 
Virtual Server and be used by an e-mall, Satellite e-mall, 
e-Shop or web site for the purposed of presenting a single 
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interface to a user at a Single web browser location, although 
it may be fetched from multiple locations. 
0183 IV) File with Settings Uploading Method 
0184. A user uploaded file with settings contain param 
eters that are associated with a variable name or any other 
means for allowing its processing and the extraction of its 
parameters. For example, the file with Settings may have the 
following: “background color="ffffff", in this case, once 
the parameter ffffff is extracted from the file with settings, 
the program will know that it represent a value to be used to 
Set the web site or a web page's background color to white. 
0185. Now we’ll discuss the uploading of file with set 
tings that goes along with an interface. Its purpose it to allow 
an interface to have more than one appearance. It may have 
different background colors, different text colors, different 
text sizes, different table formats, etc. 
0186 FIG. 29 shows a file with settings 2900 being 
uploaded to a server with templates 2902 and at the server 
it is read and its contents included in a template 2904. 
0187 FIG. 29a shows the same file structure of FIG. 27 
except two more files are present at templates folder 2984: 
ShopPage.stg 2980 (file with settings for template ShopPa 
ge.asp) and ShopCart.stg 2982 (file with settings for tem 
plate Shop Cart.asp). 
0188 FIG. 30 shows a file with settings and its settings 
being used by a template file (ShopPage.asp) 3041. It has 
Page Background=#ffffff 3040 it is the color white for the 
template's background (web page) and it is represented in 
the <BODY> tag as BGCOLOR="#ffffff.3052. Also, Page 
Font Color=#000000 3042 is TEXT-"#000000”3054 

(default black color for all text in the web page). The 
Page Link Color=#0000ff 3044 is the blue color used by 
the web page links and it is LINK="#0000ff” 3056. 
0189 There are three more settings and they are used for 
other purposes than changing the pages default colors. They 
are used to change text part of the web page created by the 
web server. Title Font Color=#ffff00 3.046 is color= 
“#ffff00'3058 at the <FONT> tag and it is the color yellow. 
Title Font Size=33048 is SIZE="3'3060 and Title Font 
Face="Verdana, Arial”3050 is FACE=“Verdana, 

Arial”3062. The last three settings will make “THIS IS A 
PAGE TITLE'3064 in yellow, with the fontsize of “3” and 
“Verdana” or “Arial” for the font type. 
0190. It is now clear that all that is needed for changing 
a web page template is to upload a file with Settings with 
different Settings and the web page will change its look 
accordingly. This method will allow a single template to be 
remotely programmed and have more than one look without 
changing the template or its content. 
0191) Functions necessary to read the file with settings, 
Separate and place its Settings in a memory array is not 
shown and is done as is for Sake of Simplicity. Also, the file 
with Settings has just a few settings values, there can be any 
number and be used differently for the purpose of changing 
the interface appearance. 

0192 V) Satellite E-Malls 
0193 A satellite e-mall is very similar to an e-mall, 
except it is a loosen one by making. It has one or more 
e-Services, also, there can have many Satellite e-malls and 
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each offering all kind of e-Services and making them avail 
able to any e-mall or e-shop in the VNRI. It is up to an e-mall 
to include or exclude a Satellite e-mall. 

0194 Once an e-mall includes one, the e-mall inherits its 
e-Services and its behaviors as well. An e-mall with a 
satellite e-mall will be able to present the satellite e-mall's 
e-Services along with its e-ShopS products and most of the 
cases it will be specialized e-Services. For example: an 
e-mall includes a Satellite e-mall that is Specialized in car 
Sales. Every time users access the e-mall and the Satellite 
e-mall's e-Service that is part of it. The e-mall e-commerce 
part may only display products that are related to cars in 
general. 

0.195 Also, the e-service from a satellite e-mall has 
guiding means for guiding the e-mall in the displaying of its 
products along with the e-Service. The guiding means may 
be an encoded information in a hidden field of a form or it 
may be words within the e-Service page. 
0196. There are other means for presenting e-services to 
a Satellite e-mall as well. And it is using e-Services located 
in a different server than a server within the VNRI. The 
server will make its e-Services available to VNRI and VNRI 
will make them available to a satellite e-mall. E-malls at 
VNRI are able to incorporate the satellite e-mall and its 
e-Services by incorporating the Satellite e-mall containing 
them. 

0197). As we've mentioned before, HTML is displayed on 
a computer Screen as objects. Each e-Service is one or more 
object and they can be text, image, form, links etc., and at 
least one object in the page will have at least one encoded 
information and the encoded information will be the guiding 
means for guiding the Server to include at least one other 
object in the page and transmit it to a client. 
0198 As it has been presented so far. The virtual network 
has e-malls and e-malls has e-ShopS and web sites. Also, as 
well See, the virtual network has means for creating and 
maintaining Satellite e-malls and make them available to all 
e-malls in the virtual network (pre-set satellite e-malls). 
Also, the same means for creating and maintaining Satellite 
e-malls is available for each e-mall in the network (custom 
ized e-mall). 
0199 Satellite e-malls at the virtual network are special 
ized and e-malls use them as is and will not be able to make 
changes to them. On the other hand, a Satellite e-mall created 
by the e-mall is customized and can be changed at will by 
the e-mall that created it. 

0200. A satellite e-mall is an e-mall where e-services and 
e-commerce can be offered simultaneously at the Same web 
page and e-Services will enhance the e-commerce counter 
part. If a user at a web browser is viewing a Satellite e-mall 
web page and he/she Selects a link, drop down list or any 
other means at the e-Service Side. The e-commerce part will 
change as well to reflect the e-Services. 
0201 E-services offered by a satellite e-mall can be of 
any kind: Auction, Car Sales, Realty, etc. Also, it can be of 
any kind of specialized web site: Sports, News, Weather etc. 
0202) The virtual network will have many e-services 
available to e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors 
and web sites. And any will be able to select and include web 
pages of e-Services provided for by the virtual network. Each 
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of these e-Services web pages will be already translated into 
the foreign languages that are Supported by the Virtual 
network. These e-Services web pages will permit customi 
Zation process without having e-Services of their own. 

0203 The e-commerce and the e-services may or may not 
reside at the same location. They can be at a single or 
multiple URL addresses, folders, databases or database 
tables. 

0204 Let us explore this concept a little further. Let us 
Say that an e-mall has Some e-ShopS. Selling Sporting goods, 
Some otherS Selling cars accessories and Still otherS Selling 
music CD's (let us call it: e-mall A). Now let us say that a 
Satellite e-mall in the virtual network is specialized in 
offering car Services (let us call it: Satellite e-mall Car Sales). 
Besides its Specialization in car Services, this Satellite e-mall 
will have departments related to cars, for instance, a depart 
ment for car accessories. 

0205 Now, if the e-mall A includes the satellite e-mall 
Car Sales into its architecture. Every time a user access the 
satellite e-mall Car Sales he/she will be able to view all 
information about cars and also view all car accessories 
products from the e-mall A along with car accessories 
products from distributorS/manufacturers. 

0206. The idea is to allow e-commerce and e-services to 
be displayed on a single web page although they come from 
two different locations. In the above example, the e-com 
merce comes from e-mall A and the e-Services comes from 
the satellite email Car Sales that is part of the virtual network 
and available to all e-malls in the virtual network System. 
The satellite e-mall will allow an e-mall to offer more 
Specialized Services than it could otherwise. 

0207 Now is time for us to delve a little further and 
discuss how the Satellite e-mall will enhance the Shopping 
experience in an e-mall 

0208 FIG. 31 shows this arrangement, the virtual net 
work 3100 has three satellite e-malls 3102,3104 and 3106 
and each of this Satellite e-malls having distinct Services. 
The satellite e-mall A3102 specializes in Car Sales, satellite 
e-mall B3104 specializes in Auction and satellite e-mall C 
3106 specializes in Sports. Also, there are two e-malls: 
e-mall A3108 and e-mall B 3112. Now each one will have 
more Services and products for Selling besides the ones that 
are available within their respective e-shops. 

0209 E-mail A3108 now has Car Sales 3102 and Auc 
tion 3104. When a user views an Auction for a specific 
product (e-Services) the drop down tree at the web page on 
the left (e-commerce) will be set accordingly to show the 
user that a Similar product is also available in an e-Store 
within the e-mall. The same is true for e-mall B3112. It has 
a satellite e-mall B3104 (Auction) and satellite e-mall C 
3106 (Sports). Now e-mall B 3112 will have Auction and 
also sell Sports related products from its e-ShopS along with 
Sports related products from e-distributorS/e-manufacturers. 

0210 Since the virtual network will host a variety of 
e-malls and they in turn will host a variety of e-Shops. Any 
e-mall with a satellite e-mall Auction will offer to their 
e-ShopS means for placing their products in the auction and 
it will be available to every e-mall hosting the satellite 
e-mall Auction. 
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0211) If we look just bellow e-mall A3108 and e-mall B 
3112, we’ll see that each e-mall has a customized satellite 
e-mall. Customized satellite e-mall A3110 for e-mall A3108 
and customized satellite e-mall B 3114 for e-mall B 3112. 

0212. The customized satellite e-mall is different than a 
satellite e-mall supplied by the virtual network. The e-mall 
creates and maintains a customized Satellite e-mall and 
Supplies its e-Services or Select one from the virtual network, 
also, Selects departments for it's e-commerce. 
0213. A customized satellite e-mall is unique to each 
e-mall while the satellite e-mall supplied by the virtual 
network is the same for any e-mall that offers its Services. 
0214 FIG. 31a and FIG. 31b are further overview of 
how e-Services can be incorporated into a Satellite e-mall 
through VNRI. E-services (contents) are received from third 
parties (servers) by the VNRI and made available to satellite 
e-malls as if the each e-Services had been provided by the 
VNRI. Each e-Service displayed on a client computer screen 
is one or more objects and they can be image, text, form, etc. 
0215 FIG. 31a shows e-services provided by third par 
ties 3140 to VNRI 3142. As shown, Satellite e-mall A3144 
and Satellite e-mall B3146 are receiving e-services avail 
able at VNRI 3142, although they are located at the third 
party web site 3140. Now that satellite e-malls have these 
e-Services and after an e-mall incorporates any Satellite 
e-mall, all e-Services that are part of the Satellite e-mall 
become part of the e-mall. 

0216 FIG. 31b shows another method of making e-ser 
vices available to Satellite e-malls. AS shown, there are three 
e-Services: E-Service A3160, E-service B 3162 and E-Ser 
vice C3164 and all three are made available to VNRI 3166. 
Now VNRI 3166 will make all three e-Services available to 
satellite e-malls. Satellite e-mall A 3168 has E-service A, 
E-Service B, E-service C and contents from the VNRI 
(3170). Satellite e-mall B3172 has E-service A and E-ser 
vice B (3174). As it has been previously explained, once an 
e-mall incorporates either Satellite e-mall A or Satellite 
e-mall B, their e-services along with VNRI's contents (if 
any) will be part of the incorporating e-mall. 
0217. Once an e-service is displayed on a client computer 

it will be one or more objects and having means for its 
association with the VNRI's e-commerce or other e-Ser 
vices. Also, these e-Services can be made available directly 
to a server through the VNRI infrastructure instead of being 
incorporated in a Satellite e-mall or be displayed directly to 
a client computer without the user of a Sever. In the latter 
case, the e-Services displayed at the client will be fetched 
from the VNRI. Furthermore, e-Services/contents can be 
retrieved from different server by another server (secondary 
Server) and this secondary Server will make any or all of 
these e-Services available to one or more servers (tertiary 
Servers) and each of the tertiary Server will make these 
e-Services available to a client. 

0218 FIG.32 shows what we’ve discussed so far. On the 
left part of the web page 3220 is where the e-commerce part 
will be displayed and on the right part 3222 is for the 
e-Services. 

0219 FIG. 33 shows a farther embodiment of FIG. 32. 
On the left links 3320 has a tree drop down menu with Shoes 
and Apparel for the departments. The department Shoes has 
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Women as category and the category Women has Tennis as 
a sub-category. On the right window 3322 (satellite e-mall 
activity window) has three drops downs: department 3328, 
category 3330 and sub-category 3332. At the top of each 
drop down there is the user choice for it. Shoes for depart 
ment 3328, Women for category 3330 and Tennis for sub 
category 3332. We’re showing drop downs as means for the 
communication between the e-Services 3322 and the com 
merce 3320. 

0220. Other means can be used as well, like, hidden form 
elements with department, category and Sub-category codes 
encoded in them. Also, embedded information with key 
words at the e-Service web page, or even, the use of the 
information at the web page as indexing key words that the 
Server will use to Search the e-mall's database and provide 
a list that match the words in the e-Service web page. 
0221) In the case of customized e-services. It can have 
embedded information pertaining to the e-mall Supplying the 
customized e-Service, and, whenever the e-Service is used 
virtually by another e-mall, satellite e-mall or web site in the 
Virtual network. Also, products from e-Stores of the e-mall 
that is Supplying the e-Service will be available virtually at 
each one based on the embedded information at the e-Ser 
Vice's web page. 
0222 FIG. 34 is a further embodiment of FIG. 33. It 
shows a list of products displayed on the right window 3322 
that is the user's selection (Tennis 3321) from the left 
window 3320. There are two products with respective 
images, titles with links and a check box. Tennis as the 
selected sub-category 3321 has product Tennis Shoe ABC 
(image 3444, title with a link 3442 and a check box 3440) 
and Tennis Shoe XYZ (image 3434, title with a link 3436 
and a check box 3438). Also, a button 3446 is present on 
right window 3322 for the purpose of placing Selected items 
in a shopping cart. In our example both items will be placed 
in the shopping cart, since they are both checked (check box 
3440 and check box 3438). 
0223) VI) Surf User List 
0224. As we’ve seen so far, the virtual network compris 
ing of e-malls, Satellite e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors 
manufacturers and web sites. Also, an e-shop from one 
e-mall can Sell virtually in another e-mall. AS we See, a web 
browser user accessing an e-mall in the virtual network will 
come acroSS web pages from different e-shops dynamically 
located at the e-mall, web pages from Virtual e-Shops 
(e-shops dynamically located at a different e-mall) and also 
from e-distributorS/e-manufacturers. 

0225. Lets say that the web browser user later return to 
the e-mall and want to find a product that he/she saw on a 
previous visit. Lets also say that the product was from a 
Virtual e-Shop and it is no longer available virtually at the 
e-mall. The user will think that the item is no longer 
available because the e-shop is no longer virtually located at 
the e-mall. From this Scenario it is clear that there is a need 
for a mechanism to track and keep the user Surfing experi 
CCC. 

0226 Each page of information Supplied to each client 
have a Surf code reference and it is used for automatically 
Storing a reference for each information Supplied to each 
client and it forms the Surf user-list. Once the user requests 
his/her Surf user-list, the server will use each Surf code 
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reference and create the Surf user-list and Sent it to the user. 
A Surf user-list will only include information that was 
previously viewed by the user. 

0227. Also, an end-user at a client with a login means and 
after logging on the Server, he/she will be able to request the 
server to save his/her Surf user-list for later review. The 
server will save the Surf user-list based on the end-user ID 
that is part of the login information in the Server. 
0228 FIG. 35 shows the communication that takes place 
between a web server and a web browser, when the web 
browser accesses the web server for the first time. The web 
browser 3552 initiates communication 3553 with the web 
server 3554. The web server 3554 generates a tracking 
number 3560 and send it 3556 to the web browser 3552, now 
the web browser 3552 will Store it in a cookie 3566. This 
process will allow the web server 3554 to keep track of the 
web browser that is accessing it. We’re showing the ASP 
technology but it can be implemented by other technologies 
as well. 

0229 FIG. 36 shows a web browser 3552 accessing web 
pages from: e-malls, e-Stores and web sites. Web browser 
3552 fetches web pages from each one of them. From e-shop 
A 3672 end-user at the web browser 3552-view products 
123 and 456 (3674). From e-shop B3676 will view product 
789 (3678). From e-mall A3680 view product 145 (3682). 
From e-mall B 3684-view products 100 and 102 (3686) 
and from web site 3688 views web pages News and Weather 
(3690). 
0230 FIG. 37 shows the process that takes place at each 
request. The web browser 3552 sends a request 3702 to the 
web server 3554, the web server 3554 send a request for 
cookie called user tracking code 3722 to the web browser 
3552. Now the web browser 3552 will retrieve the value 
“0123656' from the cookie user tracking code 3566 and 
Send it 3706 to the Server 3554. The Web Server 3554 will 
first Save the requested web page or the product page's code 
in the Session variable user tracking code 3560 and Second 
it will fetch the web page or the product’s page 3726 and 
sent it 3728 to the web browser 3552. 

0231 FIG. 38 shows the process that takes place once a 
user at the web browser 3552 requests to view his/her Surf 
list 3560. The web browser 3552 sends a request 3810 to the 
web server 3554. The web server 3554 will send a request 
3812 to the web browser 3552 for the value of the cookie 
user tracking code 3566 and the web browser 3552 will 
fetch the value “O123656' from it and send 3814 to the web 
Server 3554. The web server 3554 will fetch the values that 
are Stored in the Session variable user tracking code 3560. 
Next, the web server 3554 uses the list just retrieved from 
the session variable 3560 and searches the database 3832. 
And finally, it will fetch web pages and/or product’s page 
that correspond to the values in the session variable 3560 
and sent the page to the web browser 3552 through connec 
tion 3816. 

0232 FIG. 39 shows a web page with links on the left 
3950 and they are links for the user Surf list. They are the 
same ones that are stored in the Session variable user track 
ing code 3560 (FIG. 38). On the right 3952 we see a page 
that the user has just selected from his/her surfing list 3950. 
And the selection was 123 (3951) and its contents are now 
displayed on the right 3952 and they are the items image 
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3958, the item's title and description 3956 and also a button 
3954 to place it in a shopping cart. Once again, a very basic 
web page was shown for Sake of Simplicity. 

0233 We’ve shown values stored in a session variable 
user tracking code 3560 (FIG. 38). It can be stored in a 
database as well for the purposed of tracking and recording 
the user activity and always have his/her Surf list available. 

0234 VII) Customized Web Sites 
0235 Besides the user Surfing tracking system, the virtual 
network will also have means for customizing web sites to 
each user. Once a user is registered, personal information 
and personal preferences will be used as to allow the Virtual 
network to customize web sites to each user as to reflect the 
user's preferences and also the user's location. 
0236. There will be a plurality of information about a 
Specific Subject matter and upon a user access the Server it 
will customize a web site. A customized web site will allow 
a Server means for presenting different information about the 
Same Subject matter tailored uniquely to each user based on 
each user's pre-Set information Store in the Server. 

0237. A user furnishes information to a server and once 
the same user returns to the Server and log in, the Server will 
only Supply information to the user that is relevant to the 
user and based on the user pre-Set information that is Stored 
in the Server. 

0238 Let's say that user has Soccer and Football for 
Sports preferences and the local of residency is San Fran 
cisco, Calif., USA. Another one residing in Salvador, Bahia, 
Brazil has Soccer and Basketball for sports preferences. 
Now, both users will access the same web site at the same 
time and View Sports. The user residing in San Francisco, 
Calif., USA will view information for Soccer and Football 
for leagues from San Francisco, Calif. and USA, while the 
Second user will view Sports information for leagues from 
Salvador, Bahia and Brazil. 

0239). The same method can be used to set user previous 
Visited web pages or products page. For instance, a user 
Visits a product page about fishing. Next time he/she come 
to any web site within VNRI with e-services, fishing related 
information will be part of the web site along with fishing 
products (e-commerce part). 

0240. It is to be understood that all e-commerce (goods/ 
products) and e-Services (articles/Services) within the Virtual 
network are available to all e-malls, Satellite e-malls, 
e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites virtually. Also, means 
will be available as to allow each e-mall to make its 
customized e-Service(s) available to others e-malls, Satellite 
e-malls, e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites at the Virtual 
network. 

0241 Many more arrangements can be created and incor 
porated in this invention. While it has been fully described 
in connection with the illustrated embodiments, it will be 
appreciated and understood that modifications may be made 
without departing from the true Spirit and Scope of the 
invention. We've used the term e-malls and e-shops all along 
but instead of e-mall, it can be called e-portal and instead of 
e-Shops, it can be a combination of e-ShopS and e-Services. 
Furthermore, this invention will allow the creation of a 
worldwide virtual environment. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of a virtual network resource infrastructure 

having a plurality of clients accessing Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure back-end means, comprising: a plu 
rality of e-malls, a plurality of Satellite e-malls, a plurality of 
e-Shops, a plurality of e-distributors, a plurality of web sites, 
a method of uploading interfaces where a user uploads an 
interface and Said user uploaded interface is the front-end 
means for a client accessing Said virtual network, a method 
of fetching interfaces where a client having fetching and 
displaying means for fetching and displaying an interface 
with an Similar appearance and Said interface is fetched from 
more than one location; a method of on-line interface 
translation for translating interfaces in a user Selected for 
eign language; Said virtual network having Satellite e-malls 
and each of Said Satellite e-mall having e-Services means and 
at least one of Said virtual network's e-mall having including 
means for including at least one said Satellite e-mall and at 
least one of Said Satellite e-mall's e-Service; a method of user 
uploading of file with Settings for the purpose of changing an 
interface appearance based on Said user uploaded file with 
Setting's parameters, a method of user Surfing tracking 
where a Server having an automatic tracking means for 
tracking each information transmitted to each client; use of 
agents by an e-mall; and a method for presenting different 
information about a Subject matter based on each user 
pre-Set information and Said user pre-Set information is 
Stored in the Server Supplying Said information about Said 
Subject matter to Said user. 

2. A method of e-commerce in a virtual network resource 
infrastructure having a plurality of clients accessing Said 
Virtual network resource infrastructure for Said virtual net 
work e-commerce back-end means, comprising: a plurality 
of e-malls, a plurality of Satellite e-malls, a plurality of 
e-Shops, a plurality of e-distributors, a plurality of web sites, 
a method of uploading interfaces where a user uploads an 
interface and Said user uploaded interface is the front-end 
means for a client accessing Said virtual network, a method 
of fetching interfaces where a client having fetching and 
displaying means for fetching and displaying an interface 
with an Similar appearance and Said interface is fetched from 
more than one location; a method of on-line interface 
translation for translating interfaces in a user Selected for 
eign language; Said virtual network having Satellite e-malls 
and each of Said Satellite e-mall having e-Services means and 
at least one of Said virtual network's e-mall having including 
means for including at least one said Satellite e-mall and at 
least one of Said Satellite e-mall's e-Service; a method of user 
uploading of file with Settings for the purpose of changing an 
interface appearance based on Said user uploaded file with 
Setting's parameters, a method of user Surfing tracking 
where a Server having an automatic tracking means for 
tracking each information transmitted to each client; use of 
agents by an e-mall; and a method for presenting different 
information about a Subject matter based on each user 
pre-Set information and Said user pre-Set information is 
Stored in the Server Supplying Said information about Said 
Subject matter to Said user. 

3. A program in a storage medium in which the program 
having means for processing the hosting and management of 
a virtual network resource infrastructure where it has been 
Stored and which can be read by a computer, comprising: a 
plurality of e-malls, a plurality of Satellite e-malls, a plu 
rality of e-Shops, a plurality of e-distributors, a plurality of 
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web sites, a method of uploading interfaces where a user 
uploads an interface and Said user uploaded interface is the 
front-end means for a client accessing Said virtual network; 
a method of fetching interfaces where a client having 
fetching and displaying means for fetching and displaying 
an interface with an Similar appearance and Said interface is 
fetched from more than one location; a method of on-line 
interface translation for translating interfaces in a user 
Selected foreign language; Said virtual network having Sat 
ellite e-malls and each of Said Satellite e-mall having e-Ser 
vices means and at least one of Said virtual network's e-mall 
having including means for including at least one Said 
Satellite e-mall and at least one of Said Satellite e-mall's 
e-Service; a method of user uploading of file with Settings for 
the purpose of changing an interface appearance based on 
Said user uploaded file with Setting's parameters, a method 
of user Surfing tracking where a Server having an automatic 
tracking means for tracking each information transmitted to 
each client; use of agents by an e-mall; and a method for 
presenting different information about a Subject matter based 
on each user pre-Set information and Said user pre-Set 
information is Stored in the Server Supplying Said informa 
tion about Said Subject matter to Said user. 

4. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a plurality of e-malls, each of Said e-mall having 
at least one e-shops and each of Saide-shop having including 
means for including products from another e-Shop. 

5. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a plurality of e-malls and each of Said e-mall 
having including means for including e-shop's product and 
Said e-Shop is hosted by another e-mall. 

6. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a method of on-line text object translation where 
a user at a client initiates a request for a page translation and 
Said client transmits said user request to Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure, comprising: a client having Selecting 
means for Selecting a foreign language and a user at Said 
client Selects a foreign language and Said client having 
transmitting means for transmitting Said user Selected for 
eign language in the form of encoded information to Said 
Virtual network resource infrastructure, Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure having receiving means for receiving 
Said encoded information from Said client and Said encoded 
information represents said user Selected foreign language, 
also, Said virtual network resource infrastructure having 
processing means for processing a program code and Said 
program code having a translation function and Said trans 
lation function having translating means for translating a 
page; Said virtual network resource infrastructure having 
transmitting means for transmitting Said translated page to 
Said client; and Said client having receiving and displaying 
means for receiving and displaying Said translated page and 
Said translated page is in the Said user Selected foreign 
language. 

7. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 6, wherein Said function having receiving means for 
receiving two parameters and inserting means for inserting 
said function result into a page, comprising: (a) a code 
reference for retrieving a database table's row containing 
different foreign language in each column of Said retrieved 
database table's row; (b) an encoded information for retriev 
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ing a column at Said retrieved database table's rows of Step 
(a) and said retrieved database column is a database text 
object in the user Selected foreign language, and inserting 
means for inserting said retrieved text object of Step (b) into 
a page. 

8. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a method for on-line page translation for trans 
lating text objects and database text objects, comprising: a 
user at Said client Selects a foreign language and Said client 
having transmitting means for transmitting Said user Selec 
tion in the form of encoded information to said virtual 
network resource infrastructure, Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure having receiving means for receiving 
Said encoded information; Said virtual network resource 
infrastructure having processing means for processing a 
program and Said program having a translating function for 
translating text objects, also, Said program having combin 
ing means for combining Said encoded reference with SQL 
text String and form a SQL query expression and Said query 
expression's result will only include database text objects in 
the user Selected foreign language; Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure having translating and transmitting 
means for translating and transmitting Said translated page to 
Said client; and Said client having receiving and displaying 
means for receiving and displaying Said translated page in 
the Said user Selected foreign language. 

9. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 8, wherein Said function having receiving means for 
receiving two parameters and inserting means for inserting 
said function result into a page, comprising: (a) a code 
reference for retrieving a database table's row containing 
different foreign language in each column of Said retrieved 
database table's row; (b) an encoded information for retriev 
ing a column at Said retrieved database table's rows of Step 
(a) and said retrieved database column is a database text 
object in the user Selected foreign language, and inserting 
means for inserting said retrieved text object of Step (b) into 
a page. 

10. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 8, wherein an encoded information is combined 
with a SQL text String and Said SQL text String is a query 
expression for querying a database, comprising: a Server 
having receiving means for receiving Said encoded infor 
mation and processing means for processing a program code 
and Said program code having processing means for pro 
cessing Said query expression and perform a database query, 
and, Said query's result will only retrieve database text 
objects in Said user Selected foreign language; and inserting 
means for inserting Said retrieved text object into a page. 

11. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said resource infrastructure having 
interfacing means for interfacing a client accessing Said 
resource infrastructure back-end means, comprising: Said 
interfacing means is at least one pre-Set interface located 
within Said virtual network resource infrastructure and avail 
able as a front-end means for an e-mall, Satellite e-mall, 
e-Shop, e-distributor or web site. 

12. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said resource network infrastructure 
having a method for exchanging a web site's interface where 
an end-user at a client uploads an interface to Said virtual 
network resource infrastructure, comprising: a client having 
uploading means for uploading a user interface and Said user 
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uploaded interface is the front-end means for a user at a 
client accessing Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture's back-end means, Said Virtual network resource infra 
Structure having receiving and processing means for receiv 
ing and processing Said user uploaded interface and creating 
means for creating a new interface. 

13. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Saidback-end means is an e-commerce. 

14. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Said user uploaded interface is a web 
Sites front-end means for accessing Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure back-end means where said web site 
is hosted. 

15. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Said user-uploaded interface is the 
front-end means for accessing Said virtual Server resource 
infrastructure back-end means. 

16. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Said user uploaded interface having 
guiding means for guiding Said Virtual network resource 
infrastructure Server in the inserting of program code means 
and processing means for processing Said user uploaded 
interface along with Said inserted program code and creating 
means for creating a new interface. 

17. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Said user uploaded interface having 
guiding means for guiding the Virtual network resource 
infrastructure in the inserting of information in Said user 
uploaded interface and creating means for creating a new 
interface. 

18. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 12, wherein Said user uploaded interface residing at 
Said virtual network resource infrastructure, another inter 
face having a Similar appearance as of Said user uploaded 
interface residing at a different location, and a client having 
fetching means for fetching more than one interface and 
displaying means for displaying an interface with Similar 
appearance. 

19. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual resource network infrastruc 
ture having a method for exchanging and presenting a web 
Site’s interface, comprising: a client having uploading means 
for uploading a user interface to Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure and Said user uploaded interface is 
the front-end means for a user at a client accessing Said 
Virtual network resource infrastructure back-end resources 
means, Said Virtual network resource infrastructure having 
receiving and processing means for receiving and processing 
Said user uploaded interface and creating means for creating 
a new interface, another interface having Similar appearance 
residing in at least one other location other than the location 
where Said user uploaded interface is residing, and a client 
having fetching means for fetching both interfaces and 
displaying means for displaying an interface with an Similar 
appearance. 

20. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a method of uploading a file with Settings for the 
purpose of changing an interface's appearance as to allow 
the same interface to have more than one appearances, 
comprising: (a) a client having uploading means for upload 
ing a file with Settings and having transmitting means for 
transmitting Said uploaded file with Settings to Said Virtual 
network resource infrastructure; (b) said virtual network 
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resource infrastructure having receiving and processing 
means for receiving and processing Said uploaded file with 
Settings and extracting means for extracting Said file Set 
tings parameters; also, (c) Said virtual network resource 
infrastructure having inserting means for inserting Said 
extracted parameters into said interface; (d) said virtual 
network resource infrastructure having transmitting means 
for transmitting Said interface to a client and Said interface 
having a new appearance based on Said extracted param 
eters; and (e) said client of Step (d) having receiving and 
displaying means for receiving and displaying an interface 
and Said interface having an appearance based on Said user 
uploaded file with Setting's parameters. 

21. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a Satellite e-mall and Said Satellite e-mall having 
at least one e-Service and making Said e-Service available to 
at least one e-shop, comprising: an e-Shop having accepting 
means for accepting Said Satellite e-mall e-Service, present 
ing means for presenting Said e-Service with at least one of 
Said e-Shop's product to a client. 

22. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a Satellite e-mall and Said Satellite e-mall having 
at least one e-Service and making Said e-Service available to 
at least one e-mall, comprising: an e-mall having accepting 
means for accepting Said e-Service; and presenting means for 
presenting Said e-Service with at least one of Said e-mall 
e-Shop's product to a client. 

23. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having at least one Satellite e-mall and Said Satellite 
e-mall having at least one e-Service and at least one e-mall 
with Said virtual network resource infrastructure having 
incorporating means for incorporating Said Satellite e-mall 
and Said Satellite e-mall's e-Service, also, Said e-Service 
having a guiding means for guiding Said e-mall the display 
ing of Said e-mall e-Shops products along with Said e-Ser 
WCC. 

24. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 23, wherein Said guiding means is encoded infor 
mation in at least one form object element. 

25. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 23, wherein Said guiding means is encoded infor 
mation within Said e-Service. 

26. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein a Server having creating means for 
creating a page and Said page containing at least one object 
and Said object having at least one encoded information and 
Said encoded information is used by Said Server as guiding 
means for guiding Said Server to include at least one other 
object in Said page and Said Server having transmitting 
means for transmitting Said page to a client. 

27. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a method for receiving and Supplying e-Services, 
comprising: a Server having at least one e-Service and Said 
Server having means for making Said e-Service available to 
a Secondary Server and Said Secondary Server is within the 
Virtual network resource infrastructure; and at least one 
other server within the virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having retrieving means for retrieving Said e-Service 
from Said Secondary Server and presenting means for pre 
Senting Said e-Service to a user at a client. 
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28. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a user Surfing tracking method where a server 
Supplying information to a client creates a Surf user-list for 
tracking Said Supplied information to each of Said client, 
comprising: a Server with Storing means for Storing a Surf 
code reference for each of Said information Supplied to each 
of Said client and creating means for creating a Surf user-list 
in Said Server for each of Said client; and a client with 
requesting means for requesting a Surf user-list that is Stored 
in Said Server, also, Said client having receiving means for 
receiving Said Surf user-list from Said Server and displaying 
means for displaying Said Surf user-list. 

29. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 28, wherein each of Said information Supplied to 
each of Said client has a Surf code reference for each of Said 
Supplied information and Said Surf code reference is auto 
matically Stored in Said Server for each of Said client and 
available for creating and presenting a Surf user-list of 
previously viewed pages of information. 

30. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having agents and each of Said agent having log in and 
management rights at Said virtual network resource infra 
Structure and use Said Virtual network resource infrastructure 
resources for providing management Services, comprising: 
A) Each of said agent providing said management Ser 

vices to at least one e-shop; 
B) Each of said agent providing said management Ser 

vices to at least one e-mall; 
C) Each of said agent providing said management Ser 

vices to at least one web site, 
D) Each of Said agent providing said management Ser 

vices to at least one e-distributor; 
31. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 

to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture having a method of a customized web site for presenting 
different information about the same subject matter tailored 
uniquely to each user based on each user's pre-Set informa 
tion, comprising: a user Supplies information to the Virtual 
network resource infrastructure and Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure having Storing means for Storing Said 
user Supplied information; and upon Said user requests 
information about a Subject matter from Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure, Said virtual network resource infra 
Structure will only Supply information about Said requested 
Subject matter to Said user that is relevant to Said user pre-Set 
information Stored in Said virtual network resource infra 
Structure. 

32. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 31, wherein Said virtual network resource infra 
Structure having a plurality of information relating to a 
Specific Subject matter and upon a user requests information 
from Said virtual network resource infrastructure, Said Vir 
tual network resource infrastructure will only Supply infor 
mation about a Subject matter that is based on Said user's 
pre-Set information which is Stored in Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure. 

33. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein Said Virtual network resource infrastruc 
ture further comprising: (a) a plurality of e-malls and each 
of said e-mall having at least one e-shop; (b) each of Said 
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e-mall having including means for including at least one 
e-shop from another e-mall within the virtual network 
resource infrastructure; and (c) having presenting means for 
presenting said e-shop's products of step (b) along with said 
e-mall e-Shops products of step (a) to an end-user at a client. 

34. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein at least one e-mall having creating 
means for creating e-Services and Said e-Services having 
asSociating means for associating Said e-mall e-Shops prod 
ucts with Said e-Services, Said e-Services having guiding 
means for guiding Said e-mall in presenting Said e-mall 
e-Shops’ products with Said e-mall e-Services, comprising: 

A) Said e-Services guiding means is an encoded reference 
in a form element; 

B) Said e-Services guiding means is at least one word in 
Said e-Services, 

C) Said e-Services guiding means is provided by said 
e-mall and it is within Said e-Services, 

35. The virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 1, wherein a plurality of e-malls over the Internet 
or over a computer network and each of Said e-mall using 
Said Virtual network resource infrastructure means for host 
ing and managing e-shops, e-distributors and web sites, 
comprising: 

A) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-shop. 
B) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-distributor. 
C) Each of said e-mall hosting at least one web site. 
36. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 

to claim 1, wherein a method of displaying a plurality of 
e-Services on a client computer and at least one of Said 
e-Service is retrieved from a different location, also, at least 
one of Said e-Service having guiding means for guiding Said 
Virtual network resource infrastructure in combining its 
e-Shops’ products with Said e-Service. 

37. A virtual network resource infrastructure having host 
ing and management means for hosting and managing a 
plurality of e-malls over the Internet or over a computer 
network and each of Said e-mall using Said virtual network 
resource infrastructure means for hosting and managing 
e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites, comprising: 

D) Each of said e-mall hosting at least one e-shop. 
E) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-distributor. 
F) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one web site. 
38. A program in a Storage medium in which the program 

having means for processing the hosting and management of 
a plurality of e-malls within the resource infrastructure 
where it has been Stored and which can be read and 
processed by a computer and each of Said e-mall using Said 
resource infrastructure hosting and management means for 
hosting and managing e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites, 
comprising: 

A) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-shop. 
B) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-distributor. 
C) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one web site. 
39. An e-commerce resource infrastructure having hosting 

and management means for hosting and managing a plural 
ity of e-malls and each of Said e-mall using Said e-commerce 
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hosting and management means for hosting and managing 
e-Shops, e-distributors and web sites, comprising: 

A) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-shop. 
B) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one e-distributor. 
C) Each of Said e-mall hosting at least one web site. 
40. A method of on-line text object translation where a 

user at a client initiates a request for a page translation and 
Said client transmits Said user request to a Server, compris 
ing: a client having Selecting means for Selecting a foreign 
language and a user at Said client uses Said Selecting means 
and Selects a foreign language and Said client having trans 
mitting means for transmitting Said user Selected foreign 
language in the form of encoded information to a Server; Said 
Server having receiving means for receiving Said encoded 
information from Said client and Said encoded information 
represents Said user Selected foreign language, also, Said 
Server having processing means for processing a program 
code and Said program code having a translation function 
and Said translation function having translating means for 
translating a page; Said Server having transmitting means for 
transmitting Said translated page to Said client; and Said 
client having receiving and displaying means for receiving 
and displaying Said translated page. 

41. The Virtual network resource infrastructure according 
to claim 40, wherein Said function having receiving means 
for receiving two parameters and inserting means for insert 
ing said function result into a page, comprising: (a) a code 
reference for retrieving a database table's row containing 
different foreign language text object in each column of Said 
retrieved database table's row; (b) an encoded information 
for retrieving a column at Said retrieved database table's 
rows of step (a) and said retrieved database column is a 
database text object in the user Selected foreign language; 
and inserting means for inserting Said retrieved text object of 
Step (b) into a page. 

42. A method for on-line page translation for translating 
text objects and database text objects, comprising: a user at 
Said client Selects a foreign language and Said client having 
transmitting means for transmitting Said user Selection in the 
form of encoded information to a Server; Said Server having 
receiving means for receiving Said encoded information; 
Said Server having processing means for processing a pro 
gram and Said program having a translating function for 
translating text objects, also, Said program having combin 
ing means for combining Said encoded reference with SQL 
text String and form a SQL query expression and Said query 
expression's result will only include database text objects in 
the user Selected foreign language; Said Server having trans 
mitting means for transmitting Said translated page to Said 
client; and Said client having receiving and displaying means 
for receiving and displaying Said translated page in the Said 
user Selected foreign language. 

43. The method for on-line page translation for translating 
text objects and database text objects according to claim 42, 
wherein an encoded information is combined with a SOL 
text String and Said SQL text String is a query expression for 
querying a database, comprising: a Server having receiving 
means for receiving Said encoded information and proceSS 
ing means for processing a program code and Said program 
code having processing means for processing Said query 
expression and perform a database query, and, Said query's 
result will only retrieve database text objects in Said user 
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Selected foreign language, and inserting means for inserting 
Said retrieved text object into a page. 

44. A method for exchanging a web site's interface where 
an end-user at a client uploads an interface to a Server, 
comprising: a client having uploading means for uploading 
a user interface and Said user uploaded interface is the 
front-end means for a user at a client accessing Said Server 
back-end means, a Server having receiving and processing 
means for receiving and processing Said user uploaded 
interface and creating means for creating a new interface. 

45. The method for exchanging a web site's interface 
according to claim 44, wherein Said user-uploaded interface 
is a web site's front-end means for accessing Said Server 
back-end means where Said web site is hosted. 

46. The method for exchanging a web site's interface 
according to claim 44, wherein Said user uploaded interface 
having guiding means for guiding Said Server in the inserting 
of program code means and processing means for processing 
Said user uploaded interface along with Said inserted pro 
gram code and creating means for creating a new interface. 

47. The method for exchanging a web site's interface 
according to claim 44, wherein Said user uploaded interface 
having guiding means for Said Server in the inserting of 
information in Said user uploaded interface and creating 
means for creating a new interface. 

48. The method for exchanging a web site's interface 
according to claim 44, wherein Said user uploaded interface 
residing at the same network where said web site resides, 
another interface having a similar appearance as of Said user 
uploaded interface residing at a different location, and a 
client having fetching means for fetching more than one 
interface and displaying means for displaying an interface 
with a similar appearance. 

49. A user Surfing tracking method where a Server Sup 
plying information to a client creates a Surf user-list for 
tracking Said Supplied information to each of Said client, 
comprising: a Server with Storing means for Storing a Surf 
code reference for each of Said information Supplied to each 
of Said client and creating means for creating a Surf user-list 
in Said Server for each of Said client; and a client with 
requesting means for requesting a Surf user-list that is Stored 
in Said Server, also, Said client having receiving and display 
ing means for receiving and displaying Said Surf user-list. 

50. The user Surfing tracking method according to claim 
49, wherein each of Said information Supplied to each of Said 
client has a Surf code reference for each of Said Supplied 
information and Said Surf code reference is automatically 
stored in said server for each of said client and available for 
creating and presenting a Surf user-list of previously visited 
pages of information. 

51. A method of a customized web site for presenting 
different information about the same subject matter tailored 
uniquely to each user based on each user's pre-Set informa 
tion, comprising: a user furnishes information to a server and 
Said Server having Storing means for Storing Said user 
furnished information; and upon Said user requests informa 
tion about a Subject matter from Said Server, Said Server will 
only Supply information about Said requested Subject matter 
to Said user that is relevant to Said user pre-Set information 
Stored in Said Server. 

52. The method of a customized web site according to 
claim 51, wherein Said Server having a plurality of infor 
mation relating to a specific Subject matter and upon a user 
requests information from Said Server, Said Server will only 
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Supply information about a Subject matter that is based on 
Said user's pre-Set information which is Stored in Said Server. 

53. A method of uploading a file with settings for the 
purpose of changing an interface's appearance as to allow 
the same interface to have more than one appearances, 
comprising: (a) a client having uploading means for upload 
ing a file with Settings and having transmitting means for 
transmitting said uploaded file with settings to a server; (b) 
Said Server having receiving and processing means for 
receiving and processing Said uploaded file with Settings and 
extracting means for extracting Said file Setting's param 
eters; also, (c) said Server having inserting means for insert 
ing said extracted parameters into Said interface; (d) said 
Server having transmitting means for transmitting Said inter 
face to a client and Said interface having a new appearance 
based on said extracted parameters; and (e) said client of 
Step (d) having receiving and displaying means for receiving 
and displaying an interface and Said interface having an 
appearance based on Said user uploaded file with Settings 
parameterS. 

54. A method of displaying a plurality of e-Services on a 
client computer and at least one of Said e-Service is retrieved 
by a Secondary computer and Said Secondary computer will 
make Said retrieved e-Service available to at least one 
tertiary computer, and Said tertiary computer having trans 
mitting means for transmitting Said e-Service to Said client 
computer and Said client computer having receiving and 
displaying means for receiving and displaying Said e-Ser 
vices. 

55. A Server having creating means for creating a page and 
Said page containing at least one object and Said object 
having at least one encoded information and Said encoded 
information is used by Said Server as guiding means for 
guiding Said Server to include at least one other object in Said 
page and Said Server having transmitting means for trans 
mitting Said page to a client. 

56. A program in a Storage medium in which the program 
having means for processing the hosting of a three levels 
solutions where it has been stored and which can be read by 
a computer, comprising: the first level is the hosting means 
for hosting a plurality of locations (Second level) and each 
of Said location uses said hosting means of the first level and 
offers said hosting means to at least one other location (third 
level). 

57. A method of online solution comprising of three levels 
where the third level uses the solution offered by the first 
level where the hosting means is located through a Second 
level. 

58. A method of online Solution where a virtual server 
hosting the resource infrastructure retrieves database objects 
from at least one dynamic Server and combine Said retrieved 
database objects with Said virtual Server's database objects 
and uses Said combined database objects to offer Solutions, 
comprising: 

A) Making said Solution available to at least one e-mall 
hosted at Said virtual Server, 

B) Making said Solution available to at least one e-shop 
hosted at Said virtual Server, 

C) Making said Solution available to at least one e-dis 
tributor hosted at said virtual server; 


